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Abstract  

Rural Periodic 

markets are those 

markets that meet at 

interval of days for 

the exchange of both 

agricultural and 

manufactured goods 

from the urban 

centers, exchange of  

services and 

innovations. Most of 
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INTRODUCTION  

Periodic markets are 
those markets that 
meet at interval of 
days for the exchange 
of both agricultural 
and manufactured 
goods from the urban 
centers exchange of 
services, innovations 
etc. The periodic 
markets provide a 
wide range of goods 
and services to the 
rural populace which 
are sometimes 
scattered in space. 
The basic element of 
periodic market is 
that they serve as 
central places that 
provide goods and 
services to an area 
larger than itself. The 
range of services 
provided by each 
periodic market may 
be extensive or 
limited, but the 
function as a service 
centres is common to 
all.  Most of the 
Nigerian rural 
settlements and 
towns are 
characterized by  
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the Nigerian rural 

settlements and towns 

are characterized by 

periodic markets that 

serve as useful points 

for collection and 

distribution of 

agricultural and non 

agricultural 

commodities. The 

presence of good 

network of road 

transport is required 

to link the periodic 

markets and 

agricultural producing 

regions. This paper 

focused on the 

implications of 

location and 

characteristics of 

periodic markets on 

patronages in Kogi 

West Senatorial 

District. The study 

involved five LGAs of 

Kabba Bunu, Ijumu, 

Mopa Amuro, Yagba 

West and Yagba East. 

The paper addresses 

the questions of what 

are the spatial 

locations of periodic 

markets, what are the 

patterns of periodic 

markets? What are the 

effects on on 

patronages of the 

markets? The 

objectives of the paper 

were achieved through 

identifying the location 

of the periodic markets 

in term of coordinates; 

examine the patterns 

of periodic markets in 

the study areas. Data 

for the paper were 

collected through 

primary, secondary 

and field survey. The 

primary data was  

collected through 

structured 

questionaire which 

were administred on 

periodic market days 

to the buyers and 

sellers (patrons). The 

random table was used 

to select 1/3rd of the 

identified 59 rural 

village markets  to 

ensure fair, even 

distribution and void 

of bias. The generated 

data were analyzed 

using both descriptive 

and inferential 

statistics. The 

descriptive statistics 

involved the use of 

percentages, 

frequency table.  The 

spatial patterns of 

periodic markets was 

achieved through 

importing the 

geographic 

coordinates of periodic 

markets from the excel 

file into ArcGIS 10.1 

environment and a 

periodic market map 

was created. Also the 

spatial pattern of 

distribution of 

periodic markets was 

determined using 

Average Nearest 

Neighbor statistical 

tool in ArcGIS 10.1. The 

result shows that 

marketing of 

agricultural 

commodities are 

largely carried out by 

females while males 

engaged in production. 

The finding of this 

study shows that the 

periodicity of rural 

markets in the study 

area is largely 5days 

and 7days cycle which 
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are in ring patterns. 

The competition 

between periodic 

markets in rural areas 

probably arises as a 

result of the ring 

patterns of the 

periodic marketing. 

Nearest Neighbour 

Analysis calculated 

shows an Rn of 1.84 

which implies a 

random distribution of 

periodic market in the 

study area. The study 

areas Kogi West 

Senatorial district are 

characterized by 

dispersed isolated 

settlement linked by 

minor unpaved roads 

and dominated by 

primary activities of 

farming with low 

commercial activities. 

The data also revealed 

that 29% of patrons 

are within the LGA, 

19% attendance 

comes from outside 

the local government 

while 13% patrons 

come from outside the 

state.  The result 

reveals that traders 

faced a lot of problems 

in patronizing the 

rural periodic markets 

in Kogi west senatorial 

district; problems 

encountered includes 

high cost of transport, 

problem of 

overloading their 

vehicles most 

especially on market 

days and  Inadequate 

means of transport 

which affected intra 

and inter movement 

with the periodic 

markets. Suggestion 

and recommendations 

made for better 

improvement of 

patronages of periodic 

market and general 

economic and 

commercial activities 

of the study area.

 

eriodic markets that serve as useful points for collection and 

distribution of agricultural and non agricultural commodities 

(Haruna, 2010). With effective and well coordinated 

transportation the periodic market facilitates the trading activities 

between the regions. In the rural settlements of the study area 

agricultural produce are available abundantly, to transform these 

abundant produce to meaningful products to reach urban population and 

growing demand for food in urban centers.  The presence of good network 

of road transport is required to link the periodic markets and agricultural 

producing regions. The periodic markets in the five local governments of 

the study area are characterized by five days, Seven day, nine days and 

fifteen day markets.  The classification of periodic markets by  Mabogunje 

(1980) in to three tiers of provincial market that holds every four days 

and attended by inhabitants within the province similar to the village 

markets that operates at intervals of five day, patronized mainly by 

p 
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villagers. The eight days and seven day town markets are similar while 

the Metropolitan are the headquarters market that are patronized by 

local and distance traders. This implies that most of the five days markets 

in the study are patronized by rural villagers who lived very close and 

transaction are mainly of local farm produce. The nine days and fifteen 

day market are patronized by distance traders from urban centers and 

other local governments, state capitals and other surrounding states 

which coincide with Mabogunje third tier classification. 

According to Hudson a location pattern may arise from either a 

contagious process or repulsive process. A contagious process leads to 

the clustering together of units to produce an agglomerated order of 

market distribution. A repulsive process or competitive process is one 

which when given appropriate topographic and population distribution 

in an area will result in a uniform or maximally spaced order of 

distribution. The temporal structuring of periodic markets fulfills the 

local need for which they are built and the interval between markets 

afforded sufficient time for preparation (within the context of money and 

wares) for the next market day (Okafor 1982; Omole 2002).  

 

Literatures 

Studies have being conducted on the patterns of markets in different 

areas of studies; among the cited studies include the work of Omole 

(2003), Saxena (2004), Muliamani, (2006) Ochiche (2013), Ikejiofor & Ali 

(2014) 

Omole, (2003) conducted study on spatial distribution of market in Osun 

using inferential statistics. The finding reveals that market distributions 

are hierarchical order and has affected the patronage of markets. In the 

same vein Saxena (2004) study the spatial pattern of periodic markets 

using nearest neighbor analysis, the result indicated that the distribution 

of periodic market in the study area are tending toward clustered pattern 

which influenced the patronage of the periodic markets and the 

marketing activities. Mulaiamani, (2006) conducted a similar study on 

the distribution of market centers in Raichur district in India using the 

nearest Neighbour analysis, the result shows uniformity of Rn value of 

1.74 and noticed that physical as well as socio economic factors of the 

study region are responsible for distribution pattern of market centers. 
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Ochiche, (2013) study the spatial - temporal distribution of rural markets 

in Bekwarra local government Area of cross river using inferential 

statistics of nearest neighbor analysis, found that the distribution of 

markets in Cross river are randomly distributed and thereby given 

traders the opportunity to attend / patronized many periodic markets 

spread over space. This paper diverts from the previous studies by first 

create periodic market map for the five selected LGAs using the 

geographical coordinates and placing it on ArcGIS 10.1environment and 

then calculates the average nearest Neighbour Analysis  for periodic 

markets in the study areas.  

Aminu, (2015) study the influence of rural roads on the patronage of rural 

markets in Kudan local government of Kaduna State, result show that 

poor condition of roads affects market patronages negatively. In the same 

vein Ikejiofor, & Ali, (2014), conducted study characteristics of road 

transport as it affect marketing of Agricultural produce in Nsukka using 

both descriptive and inferential statistics. The result shows that there is 

positive relationship between the locations of markets and transport cost. 

This paper addresses the questions of what are the spatial locations of 

periodic markets. What are the patterns? What are the implications on 

patronages of the markets? The work focused on the implications of 

location and characteristics of periodic markets on patronages of the 

study areas. The main focus of the paper was achieved with the objectives 

of identifying the location of the periodic markets in term of coordinates; 

examine the pattern and cycles of periodic markets, patronages of 

periodic markets and the implications of location on patronages and 

market survival. 

 

STUDY AREA 

The Kogi West Senatorial District is located between latitude 7o 9`N and 8o 

10` of the equator and longitude 5o 30` and 6o 10 east of the Greenwich 

meridian. It is bounded in the North West by Kwara state; south West Ekiti 

state and Ondo state, South East by Okehi local government area and North 

East by Lokoja Local Government Area (see Fig. 1). The study areas are 

blessed with fertile agricultural land which allows for large scale 

production of both food and cash crops. The spatial coverage of this paper 

is limited to five LGA of Ijumu, Kabba/ Bunu, Mopa/Amuro, Yagba West 

and Yagba East of Kogi West Senatorial District. The main focus of the 
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paper is on the implications of the location and characteristics of periodic 

markets on patronages of the study areas Figure 1: Showing the study 

areas 

 
 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

SOURCES OF DATA 

Data for the paper were collected through primary, secondary and field 

survey. The primary data was  collected through structured questionaire 

which were administred on periodic market days to the buyers and sellers 

(patrons). The primary and field work complimented the materials from  

secondary sources from  library, the archieves, text books, journals, 

conference papers and existing literatures.  

The random table was used for the selection of rural village markets  to 

ensure fair, even distribution and void of bias. The rural village markets 

were arranged aphetically and 1/3rd of the identified 59 which is 19 (34%) 

periodic market was selected. Churchil, (2001) and Kerlinger, (1968) 

opined that one- third of the total population can be obtained and used for 

any empirical research. 
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The sample size for this study was based on estimated population of 

traders in the study areas This was determined using (Yamane, 1967) the 

formula for sample size is  

        SS =            N  

          1 + N (℮)2 

 

Ss = Sample size 

N = Total number  population of the senetorial district under study. 

℮ =error margin = 0.05 or 5%  

The total population of the study area is 3330 (Adapted from Kogi state 

Ministry of trade and commerce).  = 279 approximately 400 which is the 

total  number of questionnaires administered in all,  the  number of 

questionnaires administered in the village  markets of each of  the local 

government is proportional to the population of traders    

 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

The generated data were analyzed by both descriptive and inferential 

statistics as the required data are qualitative and quantitative in nature.  

The descriptive statistics involve the use of percentages, frequency table.   

The determination of spatial pattern of periodic markets was achieved 

through importing the geographic coordinates of periodic markets from 

the excel file into ArcGIS 10.1 environment which was overlaid on the 

geo-referenced and digitized satellite imagery of the study area then 

creating periodic market map. Also the spatial pattern of distribution of 

periodic markets was determined using Average Nearest Neighbor 

statistical tool in ArcGIS 10.1. The tool measured the distance between 

each feature and its nearest neighbor's location. It then averages all these 

nearest neighbor distances. The Average Nearest Neighbor Ratio is given 

by the formula (David Waugh 1995). 
 

                                       Rn =D(Obs) 
0.5√a/n 

      Rn      = Nearest Neighbour value 

       D       = Mean observed nearest neighbour distance 

       a      = Area under study 

       N     = Total number of points 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Demographic Characteristics of Respondents 

The demographic characteristics of the respondents such as, sex, Age and 

marital status, religion and educational levels of the respondents in the 

study area were discussed as follow 

 

Sex distribution of Respondents  

The sex distribution of the respondents were collected and discussed as 

shown in table 2 

 

Table 1:  Sex Distribution of Respondents 

LGA        Male            Percentage (%)          Female        Percentage (%)     Total      

Ijumu 15  21  42  20  57 

Kabba/Bunu 18  25  52  25  70 

Mopa/Amuro12                  17  33  16  45 

Yagba East 14                 19  41  20  55 

Yagba West 13                18  39  19  52 

Total 72                100  207  100  279 

 

Source: Field Survey, 2018 

 

The Table 1 shows that majority of the traders were females which 

accounted for 74.2% of the traders respondents while 25.8% were males. 

Generally in the study areas marketing of agricultural commodities are 

largely carried out by females while males engaged in production. 

The age distribution of respondents revealed that highest proportions 

70% were of age ranges of 31-40 years, 2% were of ages of 21-30years. 

Majority of the traders are found within the .middle age and are still active 

to participate actively in productive activities. This might likely accounts 

for the reason why traders attend two or more periodic markets within 

the study area. 

 

The age distribution of the respondents were discussed, these is shown in 

the figure 2  
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Figure 2: Age distribution of the Respondents 

Source: Field Survey, 2018 

 

This finding agrees with Ipingbemi (2005) who observed that women in 

Amuro district in Kogi west have double attendance of periodic markets 

as a result of the age brackets involved in marketing activities in the area. 

The marital status of the respondents were analyzed and shown in figure 

revealed that majority of the respondents i.e. 92% of the traders were 

married while 3% were never married. Traders that are involved in 

buying and selling of agricultural commodities in these areas are 

generally married women with lot of experience about the areas and 

could cope with the situation of the area. Dogoyaro (2008) stated that 

married people participate more in transporting and distribution of 

agricultural commodities compared with the unmarred or single 

counterparts. Large numbers of married women in Kogi West Senatorial 

District carried the family production to the various existing nearby and 

distance markets while their husbands engage in primary and secondary 

activities.  

2%

70%

26%

2%

21-30years

31- 40years

41-50years

above 51years
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Figure 3: Distribution of Marital Status 

Source: Field Survey, 2018 

 

The socioeconomic characteristics of highest educational qualification of 

the respondents were collected and depicted in bar chart as shown in 

figure. The result reveals 68.5% respondents had primary school 

education, 11.1% had secondary education, while 1.2% had post 

secondary education and 19.2% had no formal education. The result 

shows that large number of the traders in the study area that involved in 

rural marketing of agricultural and non agricultural commodities has 

their first leaving certificate.  

 

 
Figure 4: Highest level of Education 

Source: Field Survey, 2018 

3%

92%

5%

Never married

Married

Widowed

19.4%

69.5%

11.1%

1.2%

No formal education Primary school secondary school Post secondary school
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PERIODIC MARKETS 

 Table 2: Spatial Distribution of Periodic Market by Coordinates 

LGA Market Northings Eastings      
Periodicity 

Estimated 
Pop 

Order 
of 

market 

Ijumu Ayeh   08 046 59 006 051 

72 

5 43 1st 

  Ayegunle 08 036 
91 

006 
040 60 

5 143 2nd 

  Ayetoro 07 980 
84 

005 
989 83 

5 400 1st 

  Ekirin Adde 07 991 

20 

005 

110 60 

7 450 1st 

  Egbeda Egga 07 984 

18 

005 

886 58 

7 235 6th  

  Iffe 08 990 
15 

005 
875 47 

5 67 1st 

  Iyah 08 018 
87 

005 
999 23 

5 53 3rd 

  Iyamoye 07 996 

21 

005 

884 26 

7 431 2nd 

  Odokoro 07 

94166 

006 

001 99 

5 87 2nd 

  Okoro 07 899 
04 

006 
045 16 

5 120 3rd 

  Ogidi 07 326 
32 

006 
041 51 

7 101 1st 

  Ayere 07 363 

41 

006 

101 15 

7 66 2nd 

KBunu AyetoroKiri 07 952  

90 

006 

204 88 

7 125 6th  

  Akutupa Kiri 07 942  

97 

006 

212 77 

5 106 2nd 

  Aiyede 07.941 
98 

006 
104 77 

5 98 3rd 

  Aiyegunle Igun 07.884 
78 

006 
188 20 

7 253 1st 

  Igbo 07 944 
99 

006 
107 80 

5 NA 1st 

  Ihale 07 951 
89 

006 
203 87 

7 73 1st 

  Illah Bunu 07 944 

99 

006 

106 79 

5 83 4th 
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  Iluke 07 952 

98 

006 

103 76 

5 76 5th  

  Ike 07 953 
90 

006 
206 89 

7 93 2nd 

  Kakun 07 363 

41 

006 

101 15 

5 108 2nd 

  Kabba 07 826 

76 

006 

073 82 

5 473 1st 

  Okebukun 07 857 

56 

006 

153 15 

7 312 3rd 

  Olle Bunu 07 950 
99 

006 
040 65 

5 79 3rd 

  Offere 07 954 

98 

006 

103 78 

9 463 1st 

  Suku 07 953 

97 

006 

105 79 

7 NA 4th  

  Taki 07 952 

90 

006 

204 88 

7 NA 5th  

o AiyedAmuro 07 952 
98 

006 
103 76 

7 123 1st 

  Aiyedayo 07 950 
96 

006 
106 79 

7 78 2nd 

  Effo  07 752 
76 

006 
103 76 

5 137 3rd 

  Orokere 07 846 

84 

006 

103 76 

7 78 5th  

  Otafun 07 946 

86 

006 

103 77 

7 231 3rd  

  Odole Mopa 08 127 
23 

005 
895 82 

5 207 2nd 

  Takete Idde 07 980 
84 

005 
103 76 

7 111 4th  

  Okagi 07 979 

83 

006 

105 78 

5 112 2nd 

  Ayeteju 07 889 

81 

006 

105 79 

7 120 4th  

t Alu 08 229 
58 

005 
110 60 

5 147 1st 

  Ejuku 08 058 
15 

005 
752 19 

5 217 2nd 

  Idofin 08 260 
54 

005 
722 22 

7 107 3rd  

  Ijowa 08 229 

58 

005 

858 63 

7 125 2nd  
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  Mokutu Isanlu 08 258 

13 

005 

842 99 

5 143 3rd  

  Oranre 08 230 

60 

006 

073 82 

5 127 4th  

  Poyan 08 058 
15 

006 
045 16 

7 156 4th  

  Ife Olukotun 08 230 
60 

006 
045 16 

7 262 1st  

  Takete Shu 08 230 

60 

006 

103 76 

7 143 5th  

  Jege 08 069 

10 

005 

77 15 

5 NA 1st 

 
Egbe 08 266 

78 
006 

105 78 
5 377 1st 

  Ejiba 08 301 
57 

005 
631 74 

7 147 2nd 

  Iyamerin 08 275 
85 

005 
103 76 

5 246 3rd 

  Gbaruku 08 275 

85 

005 

842 99 

7 NA 2nd  

  Ode Ere 08 274 

84 

005 

578 55 

5 120 2nd 

  Odo Eri 08 275 
85 

005 
579 56 

7 108 3rd 

  Ogga 08 301 
57 

006 
103 76 

5 111 4th  

  Okuran 08 266 

75 

005 

842 99 

7 99 1st 

  Okoloke 08 266 

75 

006 

206 89 

5 N.A 1st 

  Ogbe 08 301 
57 

006 
040 60 

5 56 5th  

         Source: Field Survey, 2018 

        N.A= Not available 

 

The  Table 3 depicted show the geographical locations of rural periodic 

markets, periodicity of the market and the order of the marketing in Kogi 

west Senatorial District.  A total of 59 periodic markets were identified in 

five LGAs of Ijumu, Kabba/Bunu, Mopa/Amuro, Yagba East and Yagba 

West.  The data reveals that 5days periodic markets dominates with 54%, 

46% are 7days cycle.  The markets operates  a ring pattern system which 

reflect the order of the markets. 
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Nature of Existing Rural Roads Linking Periodic Markets  

There are several roads connecting rural villages and periodic markets in 

the study area. The classes of roads identified in the study area are Motor 

able paved roads, Motor able un- paved earth roads and foot paths. The 

motor able paved roads connects the settlement, headquarter, big or 

organized period market among these roads are Ayetoro- Ayegunle, Iyara 

– Iyamoye, Okoro – Ayetoro, Kabba –Ayede, Okebukun – Kabba, ,Egbe – 

Isanlu, Isanlu – Oke eri. The un tarred/earth roads include Okoro –Ayeh, 

Odokoro – Iyara, Amuro – Okedayo and Iluke Akutupa among others. 

These classes of roads are not motor able throughout the year and 

connect interior villages to the existing rural markets. The third class of 

roads is the footpaths that connect rural settlement and passable to 

motorcycles and bicycle, they include Ayeh- Ayede, Agrigbon – Araromi, 

Otu egbunbe – Kabba.  There are several other minor foot paths that link 

the settlements to farms. The total length of roads in kilometers are by 

LGA is shown in Table 3 

 

Table 3: Total length of Existing Paved and Unpaved Roads by LGAs  

LGAs  Total Length     Length paved     Percentage        Length                Percentages  

                 (KM)              of paved km                    (%)     of un-paved km         (%) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Ijumu  145  103  71.0  42  28                                                          

Kabba/B  202              30  14.9                 172  85 

Mopa/A  107              48  44.8              59  55.2 

Yagba East 147              109  74                    38  26 

Yagba West 131                69  52                   62  47 

Total  732              359  49                   373  51 

Source: Field Survey, 2018 

 

The Table 3 shows the existing length of roads in the study area, data 

revealed that 49% of the roads are paved while 51% are unpaved roads. 

Yagba East has the highest percentages of 74% paved roads followed by 

Ijumu LGA with 71%. Kabba/Bunu LGA have the highest percentages of 

85% of its roads unpaved followed by Mopa/Amuro with 55% of unpaved 

roads The data revealed an inequality and disparities in the level of road 

provision and development. The implication of this is that settlements 
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and periodic markets in LGA with more paved roads (Yagba East and 

Ijumu) are likely to have patronage of periodic markets and more 

connectivity, accessible than those with lower percentages of unpaved 

roads. This is in line with the work of Adedeji and Omole (2014) that 

found an inequality in the provision of road 

 

SPATIAL PATTERNS OF PERIODIC MARKETS 

The study analyzed the spatial distribution of periodic market importing 

the geographic coordinates of periodic markets from the excel file into 

ArcGIS 10.1 environment which as was overlaid on the geo-referenced 

and digitized satellite imagery of the study area and the periodic market 

map was created as shown. The imported geographic coordinates was 

used to calculate the Nearest Neighour analysis for the study areas.  

The Nearest Neighbour technique was used to calculate the distributional 

patterns of periodic markets in order to determine whether the markets 

are clustered, random or regular in the five LGA. The table 4 shows the 

Nearest Neighbour analysis of the rural periodic markets in Kogi west 

Senatorial District. 

 

Table 4: Nearest Neighbour Analysis of the five LGA 

   S/N         IJumu             K/Bunu           M/Amuro             Y/East                 Y/West   
1 5.3               9.8                        3.5                   6.0                    11.5 

2 7.1                9.2                       6.2                   6.3                    2.5 

3 5.0               5.2                        5.0                   6.3                    2.5        

4 10.2             5.2                        5.1                   9.5                    2.7          

5 6.5               6.2                        9.5                   10.0                 15.2 

Total              34.1             35.6                      29.3                 38.1                 34.4 
Mean(D)          6.82           7.12                      5.86                 7.62                 6.88 
Land Area(km2) 269         294                       275                  285                    259 
Rn                      1.859       1.857                 1.580               2. 018                1.911 
Approx              2.1            2.1                        2.1                  2.0                    2.0 

Source: Field Survey, 2018 

 

The Table 4 shows the nearest neighbor analysis of the five LGAs of Kogi 

West Senatorial District. The result shows that the nearest neighbor 

analysis for all the local government areas are approximately 2.0 implies 

that the distributions of rural periodic markets in all the five LGAs are 
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randomly distributed. According to Clark and Evans (1954) thumb rule 

as Rn equal 1 random distribution, 0 equal cluster distribution and 2.15 

as regular distribution. 

A combined Nearest Neighbour Analysis was calculated for the area, the 

result shows an Rn of 1.84 for all the five LGAs of the study areas. This 

implies a random distribution of periodic market in the study area. The 

study areas Kogi West Senatorial district are characterized by dispersed 

isolated settlement linked by minor unpaved roads and dominated by 

primary activities of farming with low commercial activities. Therefore, 

the random distributions of periodic markets may likely be as a result of 

physical and socioeconomic characteristics of the study areas. 

 

Patronage of periodic Markets by traders 

Periodic markets in the study area are patronized by traders (sellers) 

from the surrounding villages that attend markets to dispose their 

agricultural produce as well as buyers from within and outside the local 

government or outside the state. This is shown analysis by LGAs in given 

in Table 5 

 

Table 5: The Patronage of periodic Markets by traders 

LGAs   Patronage from     Patronage from    Patronage from Patronage from    Total    

                 Surrounding          within LGA           outside LGA       Outside State        

                 Villages                                                                                                                                                             

Ijumu             21(37%)                 13(23%)                 12(21%)                   11(19%)                  57 

K/Bunu          27(39)                     21(30%)                20(29%)                      2(2%)                  70 

M/Amuro     19(42%)                   13(29%)                 10(2%)                       3(7%)                  45 

Y/East           23(42%)                  16(29%)                 9(16%)                    7(13%)                   55 

Y/West         21(41%)                  18(35%)                  3(6%)                     11(21%)                 52 

Total            111(40%)               81(29%)                  54(29%)               27(10%)                 279 

Source: Questionnaire Survey, 2018 

 

The patronage of the periodic markets by traders in each of the sampled 

LGAs that make up Kogi West Senatorial District were analyzed as in 

Table  the analysis shows that Mopa/Amuro have the highest members of 

traders 42% that attend the periodic markets from the surrounding 

villages of the settlements where markets are located. Also, Yagba East 

with 42%, Yagba West 41.2%, kabba/Bunu 39% and Ijumu local 
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government with 37%. The attendance of periodic market in the sampled 

local government is 40% of the attendances of rural periodic markets 

come within the surroundings villages due to poor accessibility. The data 

also revealed that 29% of patrons are within the LGA, 19% attendance 

comes from outside the local government while 13% patrons come from 

outside the state. After all, region that is richly endowed in resources may 

be poorly developed if it is not close to other areas in term of efficient 

transport to market its produce (Rapu, 2002). 

 

Challenges of Traders in Patronizing Periodic Markets 

Traders faced a lot of problems in patronizing the rural periodic markets 

in Kogi west senatorial district; problems encountered by traders in 

attending the rural periodic markets are discussed as follows;  

High cost of transport is a general problem that affects the traders in 

patronizing the rural periodic markets in Kogi west senatorial district. 

Analysis shows that in Ijumu LGA 57% of traders believed that the cost of 

transporting both passengers and agricultural commodities is high while 

in Kabba/Bunu 33% believe that the cost of transport is high while 40%, 

46% and 52% were recorded in Mopa/Amuro, Yagba East and Yagba west 

respectively. This is illustrate in the Pie chart Figure 4 
 

 
Figure 4: Reponses by LGA on High cost of Transport in KWSD 
Source: Field survey, 2018 
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Traders along the major tarred and un - tarred roads faced the problem 

of overloading their vehicles most especially on market days when trader 

have to struggle for the few available ones. The taxi meant to carry 5 

passengers end up with 8 to 9 passengers causing a lot of inconveniences 

for passengers along these routes. The responses by traders by LGA is 

presented in a pie chart in figure 5  

 
Figure 5 : Responses on problem of Overloading/ Inconviences/condition 

of Vehicle 

Source: Field survey, 2018 

 

The Figure 5 shows the responses by traders on problem of overloading/ 

in by each LGA in the study area. The chart shows that there is more 

problem in Y/West with 40% followed by Mopa/Amuro with 33%. The 

problem of overloading is less in Y/East of the study areas. Although in 

general the problem of overloading is experienced all over the local 

government areas. 

Inadequate means of transport is one of the problems faced by traders in 

patronizing the rural periodic markets in Kogi west senatorial district, 

responses by traders on the problem of inadequate means of transport is 

presented in the pie chart figure 6 
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Figure 6: Responses on problem of inadequate means of transport  

Source: Field survey, 2018 

 

The figure 6 presents the responses of traders on inadequacy of means of 

transport by each local government areas. The figure shows that 

Kabba/Bunu LGA has the highest problem of inadequate means of 

transport with 38% followed by Mopa/Amuro with 22%, Ijumu LGA 

with19%. Yagba East, Yagba west have the least problem of inadequate 

means of transport with 9% and 3.8% respectively.  The reason for 

inadequate means of transport in Kabba/Bunu is associated with 

deplorable conditions of the un paved/earth roads which discourages 

transporters along those routes.  

 

Findings of the Study 

The result of this study shows that the marketing of agricultural 

commodities in Kogi West Senatorial District are largely carried out by 

females while males engaged in production. Majority of these traders are 

found within the middle age of 31 - 40 which allow for active participate 

in productive activities and multiple attendance of periodic markets in 

the study area. 

The study revealed that there are inequality and disparities in the level of 

road provision and development in the study areas of Kogi West 
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Senatorial District. The result shows that 49% of the roads are paved 

while 51% are unpaved roads linking the settlements and periodic 

markets. The implication of this is that settlements and periodic markets 

in LGA with more paved roads have more patronages of periodic markets 

more connected, accessible than those with lower percentages of 

unpaved roads.   

Nearest Neighbour Analysis was calculated for the area, the result shows 

an Rn of 1.84 for all the five LGAs of the study areas. This implies a random 

distribution of periodic market in the study area. The study areas Kogi 

West Senatorial district are characterized by dispersed isolated 

settlement linked by minor unpaved roads and dominated by primary 

activities of farming with low commercial activities. Therefore, the 

random distributions of periodic markets may likely be as a result of 

physical and socioeconomic characteristics of the study areas. 

The result reveals that the patronages of rural periodic markets are still 

within the local government area due to poor condition of rural roads, 

attendance of traders/patrons from outside the local government state are 

still very low despite the abundant agricultural commodities in the area. 

 The result reveals that traders faced a lot of problems in patronizing the 

rural periodic markets in Kogi west senatorial district; problems 

encountered includes high cost of transport, problem of overloading their 

vehicles most especially on market days and  Inadequate means of 

transport which affected intra and inter movement with the periodic 

markets. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendations  

Based on the findings of this study it can be deduced that the location of 

rural periodic markets has great implication on the patronage.  Patronages 

of periodic markets are still limited to surroundings villages where 

markets are located. The low patronages of periodic markets are likely to 

be poor road condition, low connectivity and accessibility. The following 

recommendations are therefore put forward to improve commercial as 

well as economic activities of the study areas. 

(1) In order to improve Marketing and Commercial activities in Kogi West 

Senatorial District, effort should be made by the Local government 

authority to maintain the existing roads, road shoulder and increase 
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width of the existing rural roads for better motor -ability at all season of 

the year. 

(2) The patronage of rural periodic markets in Kogi West Senatorial 

district can be improved with the more roads connectivity and 

accessibility to link the periodic markets. The rural markets with feeder 

and minor roads should be connected with paved roads. This should be 

handled by both communities and Local Government Department of 

works as accessibility of the markets will increase patronages of the 

markets and enhance the marketability of agricultural commodities as 

well as increase level of income of rural traders and farmers. 

The higher transport fares and scarcity of vehicles along the major un- 

paved roads to the markets Local Government Areas should embark on 

Rural Mass Transit (RMT) and encourage the use of Intermediate Means 

of Transport (IMT) by farmers to move produce within rural markets at 

cheaper rates. The Government assisted rural Mass Transit will enhance 

more flow of passengers from the headquarters periodic market to the 

isolated periodic market in the villages. 

The Local Government Authority, State and Federal government 

authority and agencies like Federal Road Maintenance agencies (FERMA) 

should extend their activities and programmes to rural roads especially 

the un-paved rural roads in the study areas particularly Kabba/Bunu LGA 

where the impact of this agencies is not felt 

(6) Private – Public participation should be involved in the Construction/ 

reconstruction, rehabilitation and maintenance of rural roads connecting 

settlement and periodic markets in Kogi West Senatorial District 
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